
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-29: Rhyming Words

Spelling Words Review

kangaroo

through

review

avenue

cheap

sweep

creep

locate

activate

appreciate

delete

athlete

retreat

parakeet

square

footwear

beware

delight

invite

appetite 

dynamite

awkward

warmth

Challenge

impolite

meteorite

 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Name the spelling word that contains the /kw/ sound.                          _________________________

2.   Which spelling word begins with a vowel and has four syllables?          _________________________

3.   Which spelling word ends with two consecutive vowels?                       _________________________

4.   Which one-syllable spelling word contains the long-oo sound?            _________________________ 

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.         someone who plays sports                                                                    _________________________

6.  inexpensive                                                                                              _________________________

7.  to have caution                                                                                       _________________________

8. a street or lane in a city or town, often lined with trees                     _________________________
                 

     

Find a spelling word that is a synonym to each pair of words.                     

9. hunger; craving           _________________________
     

10.      withdraw; pull back           _________________________

11.      operate; switch on                                  _________________________ 
 

12.      find; pinpoint           _________________________
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-29: Rhyming Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

delight footwear sweep delete

invite parakeet creep review

13.      Mariyah wants to ________________________  her friends from school to her birthday party.       

14.     I found an extra period at the end of the sentence so I had to  ________________________  it.  

15.      My mom makes sure to  ________________________  away any crumbs on the floor. 

16. The department store is having a sale on all  ________________________  including sandals.     

17. Connor was amazed by the colorful, chirping  ________________________  at the pet store.      

18. Mrs. Dixon reminds her students to  ________________________  their answers carefully before 
they hand in their tests.  

19. When we play hide-and-seek, my little brother will quietly  ________________________  to his 
hiding place.       

20. It is such a  ________________________  to stare at that beautiful painting in the art gallery.      

Answer the questions.

21.  How many long-i vowel sounds do you hear in the      ____________________________
review word dynamite?                         

22. Which review word means “uncomfortable” or “uneasy”?      ____________________________
      

23. Which review word means “heat”?                                        ___________________________
         

                     
24. Name the challenge word that has to do with science.        ___________________________

             
                     

25. Identify the challenge word that means “rude.”                            ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-29: Rhyming Words

Spelling Words Review

kangaroo

through

review

avenue

cheap

sweep

creep

locate

activate

appreciate

delete

athlete

retreat

parakeet

square

footwear

beware

delight

invite

appetite 

dynamite

awkward

warmth

Challenge

impolite

meteorite

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Name the spelling word that contains the /kw/ sound.                          square

2.   Which spelling word begins with a vowel and has four syllables? appreciate            
                  

3.   Which spelling word ends with two consecutive vowels?                      kangaroo

4.   Which one-syllable spelling word contains the long-oo sound? through            
      

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.         someone who plays sports                                                                    athlete

6.  inexpensive                                                                                              cheap

7.  to have caution                                                                                       beware

8. a street or lane in a city or town, often lined with trees                     avenue
                 

     

Find a spelling word that is a synonym to each pair of words.                     

9. hunger; craving           appetite                 
     

10.      withdraw; pull back           retreat

11.      operate; switch on                                  activate       

12.      find; pinpoint           locate
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-29: Rhyming Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

delight footwear sweep delete

invite parakeet creep review

13.      Mariyah wants to invite her friends from school to her birthday party.               

14.      I found an extra period at the end of the sentence so I had to delete it. 

15.      My mom makes sure to sweep away any crumbs on the floor. 

16. The department store is having a sale on all footwear including sandals.     

17. Connor was amazed by the colorful, chirping parakeet at the pet store.       

18. Mrs. Dixon reminds her students to review their answers carefully before they hand in their 
tests.  

19. When we play hide-and-seek, my little brother will quietly creep to his hiding place.       

20. It is such a delight to stare at that beautiful painting in the art gallery.      

Answer the questions.

21.  How many long-i vowel sounds do you hear in the two long-i vowel sounds  
review word dynamite?                         

22. Which review word means “uncomfortable” or “uneasy”?      awkward           

23. Which review word means “heat”?                                        warmth
         

                     
24. Name the challenge word that has to do with science.        meteorite 

             
                     

25. Identify the challenge word that means “rude.”                            impolite
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